
AS a defender, I’m sure at times you’ve looked at
dummy and thought, ‘Wow, I wouldn’t have bid that
way.’ That often means the contract is unusual. Let’s
take a couple of different situations:
A. The opponents bid 1™ – 1´ – 2NT (tradi tion -

ally 17-18, but recommended is 18-19, re -
bidding 1NT with 15-17 and freeing up the
3NT rebid to show a gambling hand based on
the suit opened) – Pass. You are surprised to see
dummy table an 8-count. They have missed a
25-point game.
The reality is that you can take a breather here.
Other pairs will be in game. If game makes, you
have a top; if game goes down, you have a near-
bottom (unless you can defeat 2NT by the
same amount that game goes down – unlikely).
It doesn’t much matter what you do.

B. The opponents bid 1NT – 3NT and dummy
tables a fair but not great 10-point hand. What
was dummy thinking? There cannot be enough
for game, and other pairs will be in a part-
score. Simply, you must defend flat out to
defeat the game. If, in doing so, you present
declarer with overtricks, no big deal: you’ll get
the same bottom for conceding 3NT + 2 as
conceding 3NT just making.

Take this pair of deals:

Game All. Dealer South.
´ A K
™ 10 4
t J 10 9 6 3
® Q 9 6 4

´ J 8 5 ´ Q 10 6 2
™ Q J 5 3 ™ 8 7 6
t A 8 5 t 4 2
® K J 3 ® A 10 7 2

´ 9 7 4 3
™ A K 9 2
t K Q 7
® 8 5

West North East South
1NT

Pass 3NT (?) All Pass

As West you lead the normal but unfortunate three
of hearts at trick one, declarer winning with
dummy’s heart ten. At trick two, declarer leads a
diamond to the king, which you duck. You duck
declarer’s queen of diamonds continuation too,
winning the third diamond as partner throws a
heart. What next?
Because dummy has just 10 points and the other

Norths will simply pass 1NT, you must play flat out
to defeat the game. And things don’t look great.
Count declarer’s tricks: by looking at dummy, he
has four diamonds and two spades; because the ten
of hearts won trick one, he has three hearts.
Declarer has nine tricks in the three suits outside
clubs. To defeat 3NT, you must take four quick
tricks in clubs. Now.
You need partner to have ®A-10-7-x or better

and to cater to that ®A-10-7-x or ®A-10-8-x, you
must switch specifically to the jack of clubs (key
play). 
Then if declarer withholds dummy’s queen, you

follow with the king and a third club to partner’s
ace-ten. If declarer covers with dummy’s queen,
partner wins the ace, returns the two and you win
the king and lead your third club, partner holding
®10-7 over dummy’s ®9-6. Down one.

HHHHH

On our second deal (diagram in the next column),
as West you lead the five of spades and are surprised
to see dummy’s 10-count (you’d have passed the
12-14 1NT) but are then disappointed when
declarer wins trick one with the ten of spades. At
trick two declarer leads a club towards dummy. You
stare at your wretched ace-queen doubleton club –
is there any hope? 
You know you have to defeat the contract because

no one else will be there.
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Game All. Dealer South.
´ 7 3
™ Q J 9
t K 8 7
® K J 10 5 2

´ J 9 8 5 2 ´ 6 4
™ 10 5 ™ K 7 4 3 2
t J 6 4 3 t A Q 9 2
® A Q ® 9 7

´ A K Q 10
™ A 8 6
t 10 5
® 8 6 4 3

West North East South
1NT

Pass 3NT (?) All Pass

With declarer having four spade tricks (revealed at
trick one) and four-soon-to-be club tricks, plus at
least one trick in one of the red suits, you’ll have to
hope partner has a great holding in the other red
suit and switch to it now in the hope of five fast
tricks. To which red suit should you switch?
Diamonds. Partner cannot have good enough

hearts to run the suit with dummy holding
™Q-J-9. And to take four quick tricks in diamonds,
you need partner to have tA-Q-9-x or better.
Catering to that holding, you switch to the jack of
diamonds (key play). If declarer covers with
dummy’s king, partner wins the ace, cashes the
queen (felling declarer’s ten), then the nine-two; if
declarer ducks in dummy, then you’ll follow with a
second dia mond through king-small to scoop up
three further winners in the suit. Note that
switching to a low diamond as opposed to the jack
doesn’t work, because declarer can duck in dummy.
You defend so well . . . 
Note, also, that these above defences, whilst being

clear at teams, rubber, or at pairs when the contract
is anti-room, are not necessarily right at pairs when
the contract is normal. For most of the time these
aggressive switches present declarer with extra
overtricks which in the room contract will be very,
very, costly. r
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